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Young readers (and cats!) discover the wonders our solar systems as they travel to each of the planets in turn!
Look up! That's a lot of space out there! In The Solar System: Out of This World with Science Activities for Kids, young readers explore the comets, meteors, asteroids, sun, planets, and moons that make up
our solar system. Hands-on science projects, essential questions, links to primary sources, and more get kids excited about learning what's deep in the sky.
Introduces basic concepts about outer space, from the sun and the moon to the planets and space exploration.
This Book Astronomy for Kids - The ultimate space knowledge base for children is designed to blow your mind with incredible images, from the deep darkness of black holes to the spectacular sparkle of
supernovas. The many mysteries of the Universe are explored in breathtaking detail, including in-depth cross-sections and lifelike cutaways to showcase the planets, stars, moons, and space stations.
Featuring absolutely everything under the Sun, this exciting visual reference guide is your guaranteed one-stop shop for space. Filled with the latest facts, infographics, and NASA images, Space! takes you
on a journey that is truly out of this world before bringing you back seriously starry-eyed!
In this stellar activity book, kids delve into the rich history of space exploration, where telescopes, satellites, probes, landers, and human missions lead to amazing discoveries. Updated to include the recent
discovery of Eris which, along with Pluto, has been newly classified as a &“dwarf planet&” by the International Astronomical Union, this cosmic adventure challenges kids to explore the planets and other
celestial bodies for themselves through activities such as building a model of a comet using soil, molasses, dry ice, and window cleaner; or creating their own reentry vehicle to safely return an egg to Earth's
surface. With biographies of more than 20 space pioneers, specific mission details, a 20-page field guide to the solar system, and plenty of suggestions for further research, this is the ultimate guidebook to
exploring the solar system.
The youngest astronomers can go forth and journey into outer space in this fun, basic introduction to the solar system. The unique format presents our sun and each planet in order with graduated flaps turn
each flap to reveal fascinating facts on each celestial body, and even the Milky Way!"
Simple concepts about up-and-coming science and technology to kick-start your future genius! Solar System for Babies & Toddlers is a great way to introduce basic concepts about space, our solar system,
and beyond. With interplanetary travel a real possibility for the next generation, this book will launch your little one on an out of this world adventure! The colorful, beautiful, and visually stimulating illustrations
encourage the child's sense of wonder and adventure (and might stimulate your senses too)! Look for other books by Tinker Toddlers(TM) Machine Learning for Babies & Toddlers and Artificial Intelligence for
Babies & Toddlers
Join the famous astronomer Patrick McFuddy and his son, Jacob, on their poetic journey through our Solar System.

Revisit the interesting truths of the solar system in this revised edition of a Baby Professor best seller. Recreated with new images and a better reading format, this edition will
definitely capture a child’s attention. The child-friendly texts are best for early and intermediate readers. Grab a copy in print, hardcover or digital format today.
A glow-in-the-dark, interactive guide to the Solar System, carefully crafted to make complex STEM concepts like astronomy, physics and chemistry understandable for children
aged 8-12. Barefoot Books Solar Systemjoins the celebrated Barefoot Books World Atlasas another standout nonfiction title on Barefoot's list to explore the world and universe.
Blast off on an exploration of our solar system--a fun space book for kids 3 to 5 Get even the smallest astronomer excited for the big universe of space, from the bright and
burning sun to our own blue Earth to ice-capped Pluto and every planet in between. With this book, kids will explore the entire solar system through incredible photos and
fascinating facts on what makes each planet so special--like their size, distance from the sun, what the surface is like, how many moons they have, and more! This planets for
kids book includes: Big, beautiful images?Vibrant photos will take kids deep into space and onto each planet?no telescope required. Astronomy for kids?Learn all about the eight
planets in our solar system, plus dwarf planets Ceres, Pluto, Eris, Haumea, and Makemake. Fun space facts?Did you know the bubbles in soda are the same gas that's on
Venus? Out of this world facts will keep kids glued to the page and excited to explore the sky. Show kids the amazing universe that surrounds them with this fun and engaging
astronomy book.
Is your child fascinated by space? You want to make them go "WOW", right? Well, do we have the answer for you! Solar System For Kids is a totally awesome activity book with
LOADS of amazing facts about the solar system, including a detailed look at each planet and cool handwriting activities to get stuck into. Your cosmos-crazy child will not only
learn about the solar system but also enjoy the colouring-in and mazes included within this activity book. Watch them soar with enthusiasm through the stratosphere and return
on a cloud of stardust to impress you with their newly-learned facts and figures all about the solar system. For example, did you know there was a MOUNTAIN on Mars? That's
just one of the cool facts contained in this brilliant space book. They will learn all about: the planets in our solar system, what an astronaut does, what the International Space
Station is, famous people who have travelled into space, what comets and asteroids are, and they even get to design their own planet! So, let's not waste another second on
Earth. Get hold of your copy of Solar System For Kids TODAY and give your child their ticket on the rocket ship to the stars. Visit hackneyandjones.com to see our full range of
fiction, notebooks/journals and activity books for kids.
The solar system is a complicated but very interesting subject to study. The problem is, school textbooks are so heavy with texts, they become very boring to children. The good
news is, workbooks such as this exist. Using a hands-on and picture-dominated approach to learning, a child would have absolute fun learning about the star and the planets.
Secure a copy today!
An exciting introduction to the solar system from Chris Ferrie, #1 science book writer for children, and creator of the Baby University series 8 little planets with the Sun at the
center.each one wishing it were a little bit better...Old slow Neptune felt it was behind.165 years to circle the sun is an awful long time!the 8th little planet did not worry.It spins on
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its axis in a really big hurryTo the tune of "Ten Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed" comes a new bedtime story from bestselling author Chris Ferrie that's sure to get little ones
excited about the solar system while learning new facts about each planet!
Blast off into an interactive and educational journey of the solar system, to find fascinating information, facts, and data about our planets in The Solar System ! My First Book of
Planets is an important instrument to learn. This book is written in a language simple enough for any kid to understand. The data and pictures in this book will enrich the kid's
vocabulary and create a beautiful image about the solar system. My First Book of Planets The Solar System for Kids includes: ? Interactive narration - Will make your child dive
into space gaining new knowledge in a fascinating way. ? Planetary profiles - With this book of planets for kids, your child will learn everything there is to know about the planets
in our Solar System. ? Colorful cosmos - Vibrant, high-quality photos in this book of planets for kids will take them into deep space and onto each planet ! ? Fun exercises - Will
help your child remember the most important informations about space. ? Interesting space facts - Facts about planets for kids will keep them glued to the page and excited to
explore the sky! ? We hope you will love it ! ?
"Touch tactile features on every page"--Back cover.
What and how big is the solar system? Allow your child to find out the answers to these questions though the use of this very interactive and informative book. In the following pages, you will find pictures that
come complete with colors and as few texts as possible just to encourage reading. Buy a copy of this book today!
My First Book of PlanetsAll about the Solar System for KidsRockridge Press
Discover the wonders of our Solar system as you fold out this superbly illustrated scene.
Take a guided tour of the galaxy--blast off with the Junior Explorer series Space is limitless--just like your imagination! Get ready to take an amazing journey to the stars. Solar System for Kids is filled with
fascinating facts, photographs, and illustrations that'll excite your mind and charge your curiosity. Among solar system books for kids 6-8, this one teaches you about the birth of the universe and how
scientists believe galaxies, stars, and planets came into being. Explore the sun, planets, dwarf planets, moons, and the asteroid belt in one of the most engaging solar system books for kids. This standout
among solar system books for kids offers tips for spotting constellations, planets, comets, and more--from your backyard. From navigating the night sky to learning about objects billions of miles away, this
book answers curious kids' big questions about the universe. Strap in, Junior Explorer. 3, 2, 1... blastoff! One of the most outstanding solar system books for kids includes: Universally easy--Explore the whole
universe with in-depth and easy-to-follow information. Deep space knowledge--From dark matter and black holes to eclipses and moon landings, one of the coolest solar system books for kids explores every
aspect curious kids want to know. Bonus material--Discover even more fun information by using the extensive glossary, sidebars, and in-book activities. If you've been searching for solar system books for
kids, look no further--this one has you covered.
Where am I in the solar system? A beloved bestseller, now refreshed with new art from Christine Gore, that will help children discover their place in the Milky Way. Where is the earth? Where is the sun?
Where are the stars? Now with new art by Christine Gore, here is an out-of-this world introduction to the universe for children. With Earth as a starting point, a young astronaut leads readers on a tour past
each planet and on to the stars, answering simple questions about our solar system. In clear language, drawings, and diagrams, space unfolds before a child's eyes. Colorful illustrations, filled with fun detail,
give children a lot to look for on every page, and a glossary helps reinforce new words and concepts. A terrific teaching tool, Me and My Place in Space is an easy and enjoyable way to introduce the concept
of space to budding astronomers.
"Meet Our Solar System" is a beautifully illustrated book filled with colorful photographs and interesting rhyming text on solar system for kids. This is a perfect book to give young children aged 4-8 years their
first introduction to our solar system. It takes kids on a journey starting with the sun, then each planet in order, including the moon and the dwarf planets. Each object is accompanied with full-sized pictures
showing vivid details. The text is divided into small blocks and separated by pictures to keep young readers interested. Children will enjoy vibrant images and learn the amazing facts about the solar system.
Parents can read aloud to young children and early readers will find the text easy to understand and fun to read on their own.
Introduces the solar system, discussing the planets, space exploration, and what is beyond its borders.-Presents the planets in the solar system and describes what makes them special.

Mars, A.K.A The Red Planet, has been the topic of many alien life speculations for so many years. With this picture book, you will finally learn about Mars; maybe enough to decide for yourself
whether life can exist in it or not. Reading a picture book fuels the imagination and makes facts more easily understood. Order your copy today!
A guidebook to exploring the solar system describes the history of space exploration where telescopes, satellites, and human missions lead to amazing discoveries, in a book with over twenty
space-related activities such as mapping the Moon's surface.
Introduces the solar system, discussing the sun, planets, and orbits and rotation.
Discusses the planets, the sun, and the exploration of space.
The Solar System is an incredible neighborhood centered around one very important star called the Sun. Discover the many amazing objects that call the Solar System home! In this simple
Solar System book for kindergarten and first grade, kids are introduced to basic space concepts that are made easy to follow and remember. Starting at the Sun and working outward through
the planets and belts, children will discover space objects and follow the flow of the solar wind, taking a fun and informative tour of the Solar System. Both boys and girls ages 5-8 will love the
bright, colorful images of the planets and objects brought to life as characters, making learning more enjoyable and engaging. Kids will enjoy learning facts with the imaginatively illustrated Sun
and planets that help build a love of learning while simultaneously presenting educational and scientific facts. Large print and easy to follow information tell all about the solar system for kids at
preschool level learning. Travel the Solar System in an imaginary spaceship that tours the planets, and both belts, all the way to where the Solar System ends, and interstellar space begins.
How many planets are in the Solar System? What type of planets are they? What happens to the solar wind? Have any spacecraft made it out of the Solar System? Where does the Solar
System end? Find the answer to these questions and many more. I Am the Solar System is an excellent book for preschoolers, kindergarteners, and first graders just beginning to understand
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the basic concepts of the Solar System they are part of.I Am the Solar System, along with the numerous other books in the I Am series are a great addition to the Montessori method of
teaching. The I Am series is geared toward scientific learning and independent thought. An excellent companion for Montessori classroom activities and as a stand alone read aloud.
Space and the Solar System have always held a big attraction for kids. Written and published by Dee Phillips, "The Planets and The Solar System: A Fun Facts Book About Space, The
Planets and Our Solar System" is filled with fun facts and pictures that kids can relate to. It is a non-fiction marvel with extraordinary bright pictures sure to capture your child's attention. The
vivid pictures are tied into short blocks of text and simple words that make this book easy for young readers to enjoy. They can read it for themselves, or for younger children who do not have
the ability to read yet, you can share the reading time together. It contains lots of fun facts and is the perfect tool to teach children all about Space, the Planets and our Solar System. Good for
kids of all ages.Share the Space fun with your kids today.
Blast off on an exploration of our solar system?a fun space book for kids 3 to 5 Get even the smallest astronomer excited for the big universe of space, from the bright and burning sun to our
own blue Earth to ice-capped Pluto and every planet in between. With this book, kids will explore the entire solar system through incredible photos and fascinating facts on what makes each
planet so special?like their size, distance from the sun, what the surface is like, how many moons they have, and more! This planets for kids book includes: Big, beautiful images?Vibrant
photos will take kids deep into space and onto each planet?no telescope required. Astronomy for kids?Learn all about the eight planets in our solar system. these Structure and Surface , Time
on these planets Neighbors and much more . Fun space facts?Did you know the bubbles in soda are the same gas that's on Venus? Out of this world facts will keep kids glued to the page and
excited to explore the sky. Show kids the amazing universe that surrounds them with this fun and engaging astronomy book.
Our Solar System gives kids an overview of the planets that make up our solar system in a fun and engaging way. Kids engage with the pictures and learn fun facts. Colorful pictures help
bring the planets to life. Kids are transported to outer space where they visit each planet and learn more about that planet. This easy to read book is just right for intermediate readers and
younger kids will not have a problem following along with a parent. This book is educational as well as entertaining.
Packed with information, this book opens before us like a tunnel through space, enabling us to make a fascinating tour of the planets in our solar system. Revised and updated, the new edition
of this three-dimensional information book encourages children to study interesting data about each of the planets. Larger trim size and additional spread.
Yes, science can be made fun and easy! This book features the solar system in all its glory. You can see pictures of the planets and the galaxy in full color. The layout is definitely going to
amaze and delight a child. As a result, learning becomes highly entertaining. Grab a copy today!
A simple introduction to the solar system that provides information about the sun, planets, and space exploration.
Why would a child enjoy a Big Book of the Cosmos for Kids (Picture Book)? If you have a child that is inspired by the solar system and the planets, they will absolutely love a Big Book of the
Cosmos for Kids. It is a picture book that shows magnificent photos of our solar systems planets and other planetary bodies. Likewise, explaining just what all these things are. Hollywood
produces many sci-fi movies involving the solar systems. So it should be no surprise that children would enjoy a book about the cosmos as well. Even if the explanations are hard to
understand, it will spark their curiosity and make them wonder about the heavens above us.
Traces the evolution of mankind's astronomical knowledge from its origins to current findings, and features educational projects, profiles of famous astronomers, and a timeline of major
discoveries.
DKfindout! Solar System teaches kids everything they would want to know about the awe-inspiring solar system. With beautiful photography, lively illustrations, and key curriculum information,
the DKfindout! series will satisfy any child who is eager to learn and acquire facts - and keep them coming back for more! From the planets to meteorites all a budding astronomer needs to
know is packed DKfindout! Solar System. Packed with fun facts, quizzes and amazing photography the key curriculum topics are brought to life. Discover what the weather is like on Jupiter, or
take a trip across Mars with the rover mission. DKfindout! Solar System will spark the imagination of any child interested in space.
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